
•Improved formula
•Cleans better
•Safer
•Streak free
•No Alcohol, Ammonia or  Irritating chemicals
• Truly a "Green" Formulation
•No California Prop 65 Reporting

New SLIDE cleans better and faster saving you the contractor 
time to get the job done with less chemical.  That means 
more profit in your pocket.  

Slide Glass & Window cleaner is an advanced formula 
designed for maximum results in minimum time.  Super 
concentrate means you use less chemical.  Super effec-
tive means you clean better faster.  Readily biodegradable 
surfactants make this a great choice for environmentally 
sensitive areas.  

Removes all kinds of dirt grease and grime from window 
and glass surfaces. 

SPECIFICATIONS
Appearance and Odor  ......................... Clear liquid mild odor
Flash Point of Concentrate... .................None
Packaging.............................................. All standard packaging
Bio degradable ...................................... Yes
DFE acceptable detergent...................... Yes
pH .......................................................... 10.0 +/- .5
Specific Gravity ...................................... est. 8.4
DOT Regulated....................................... None
Flammability ............................................ n./a
VOC Compliant .......................................  Yes
California Prop 65 Exempt......................  Yes

Arrow Chemical Corp. 
28 Rider Place
Freeport, N.Y. 11520 
516-377-7770

#1079  SLIDE

#1079 SLIDE
CONTRACTOR WINDOW 

SOLUTION
Better in Every Way!

 PRODUCT BULLETIN

ALCOHOL 
California PROP 65 Exempt
SKIN IRRITATION  NO

BIO BASED FORMULA
RENEWABLE BASE
ENVIRONMENTALLY PREFFEREDYES

CPC SLIDE WINDOW CLEANER CONCENTRATE is the 
perfect material for the window cleaning professional. 
DIRECTION: Use only
1/4 fluid ounce per gallon of water.  
Perfect foam and perfect glide.  *Do not allow window 
to dry. Only apply to area that can be squeegeed dry.  

FEATURES
Super Wetting, with almost no bleeding
Subtle impact cleaning agents for grease splashes
Reduced drag.  Makes squeegees glide
Stays wetter longer
Will not harm glass, plastics or metals. Shines metals
Extends life of squeegee rubber, especially the tips
Smoother razor scraping; less chance of scratching
Unique formula leaves sparkling shine
Leaves no haze, even on polymer treated surfaces
Windows stay cleaning longer
Superior wetting and rinsing
Environmentally friendly
Super-Concentration: less packaging water
Contains no phosphates, ammonia, or hazardous chemi-
cals  Biodegradable - Less end-streaking
Perfect foam level

Packaging:
12x1 quarts/case
4x1 Single Gallon Jugs
5 gallon pail
55 gallon drum




